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ABSTRACT

The paper deals with the results from
an experimental study of the phonetic
segmentation of Bulgarian speech.
On the basis of experimental data an
attempt is made to reduce the variety
of the observed melodic configurations
of segmentation units (syntagmas) de —
scribing them in terms of two kinds of
accents, conditioned by the phonetic
manifestation of the delimitation and
focussing functions of intonation, and
their possible combinations. The pro —
posed classification may be used for
comparative intonological analysis of
languages with different phonetic
structures. -

INTRODUCTION

Theoretical ground of the present expe-
rimental study is the generally acknow—
ledged significance of intonation within
the framework of language communications
as a phonetic source of information
transferred from speaker to hearer. The
different approaches.to the versatility
of intonational phenomena and their in-
teraction with extralinguistic and lin—
guistic factors from different levels
result in a great variety of lists de—
scribing the functions of intonation.
Regardless of their different number,
definitions and terminology. almost all
of the proposed classifications include
the delimitation and focussing func —
tions under one or other lable [1.2.3,4
5,6 and many others]. Here the term
"delimitation function" is used for de—
scribing the structural role of intona~
tion — the segmentation of the speech
flow into phonetic units, the so called
syntagmas, and the organizing role of
intonation in their formation. The syn-
tagma is defined in the sense of the Le—
ningrad Phonetic School as a semantic—
syntactic entity consisting of one or
more words organized by intonation into
phonetic integrity. The main phonetic
condition for a string of words to be
grouped into a syntagma is the absence

of perceived pauses between them, the
pauses being of two kinds: real (2 sound
gap) or psychological (due to interrup—
tions of the continuity of the proso—
dic parameters of speech signal) [4].
The focussing function of intonation is
understood as the role of intonation in
localizing the communicatively important
elements in the utterance.
The.aim of the study is to determine the
phonetic means used in Bulgarian for the
realization of the delimitation and fo—
cussing functions of intonation and on
this ground to specify the basic phone-
tic regularities in the suprasegmental
organization of speech allowing adequate
comparison with other languages.

FOCUSSING FUNCTION

The manifestation of the focussing func—
tion of intonation in Bulgarian follows
the universal tendency to phonetic pro-
minence by complex enhancing of the
acoustic prosodic parameters (FO,I,T)
of the stressed vowel in the phonetic
word containing important information.
A result of a previous experimental stu—
dy [7] of the F ~patterns of short sim-
ple sentences u?tered as one—syntagmatic
statements is that their most typical
melodic contour is of rise-fall configu-
ration with its peak on the stressed
syllable of the word bearing the phrase
accent. The application of the "theme -
rheme" conception to our experimental
data determines the"melodic contrast
between the syllables in the word as a
main acoustic feature of the rheme and
the lack of it, i.e. the unidirectional
course of F —contour as an acoustic cha"
racteristic of the theme the direction
depending on its position in the phrase.

DELIMITATION FUNCTION

The phonetic breaking up of the speech
flow into shorter or longer stretches by
means of pauses shows a great variety in
the size and intonational shape of the
divided units due to individuat varia—
tions in speech. The intervention of the
subjective factor however is not a rea-
son to consider this process an acciden—
tal one without linguistic significance
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slhrc individual variations are possible
only within certain limits conditioned
by the particularities of intonation as
a structural device in a given language
and the universal restrictions in the
speech production process. The phonetic
manifestation of the delimitation func—
tion of intonation may be estimated by
means of the statistical parameters of
syntagmas representing the basic tenden—
cies in the temporal organization of
speech.

The statistical data given below concern
the segmentation of speech in the parti-
cular case of text reading as the first
stage of a larger expermental investiga-
tion of the suprasegmental organization
of Bulgarian speech. The data are ob—
tained by means of an auditory and acou-
stic analysis of three texts in journa—
listic style (40 simple and 21 compound
and complex sentences, the total number
of clauses being 91) read by 12 persons.

Sintagma size
Fig.1 shows the occurrence frequencies
of the syntagmas of different size the
measure of the size being the number of

phonetic words in a syntagma. The mini—

mal size is 1 word or 1 syllable, the

maximum size found in our corpus is 6

phonetic words or 28 syllables, the

average size being 2.35 phonetic words

or 8 syllables. The comparison of these

values with the corresponding data for

other languages (Russian [8],[9l;
English [10); Spanish [11]) shows a

great similarity which makes it possible

to assume that the main factors deter-

mining the size of these units are the

universal restrictions in the speech
production.
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Fig.1. Occurrence frequencies of syn—
tagmas [%] according to their size.

The statistic treatment of the syntag—
mas with respect to their size and po-
Sition in the sentence show that the

short syntagmas (1—2 phonetic wordS)
prefer the initial position, the longest
ones (5-6 phonetic words) usually occupy
the middle of the sentence and for syn—
tagmas of the middle size (3 phonetic
words) the final position is typical.

Pauses

Under the experimental conditions, i.e.
reading of grammatically well formed
units, it has been found that real
pauses are much more frequently used
(87%) than psychological ones (13%).
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Fig.2.0ccurrence frequencies of
pauses according to their duration.

Fig.2 represents the occurrence frequen—
cies of real pauses according to their
duration. The configuration of the curve
(4 peaks) and the dependence of the
pause durations on the syntactic rela—
tions between the adjacent syntagmas
give ground to distinguish 4 kinds of
pauses: short, middle, long and super—
long. The short pauses usually separate
groups of words in the simple sentence.
the middle ones — clauses in the com—
pound and complex sentences, the long
ones occur between the separate senten—
ces and the superlong ones mark the end
of the phone—paragraph. It must be
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pointed out that although closely relat—
ed the phonetic and syntactic units do
not necessarily coincide. For example
the syntactic entity of the noun group
may be phonetically divided by a short
pause between the attribute agreed with
the noun and the noun itself only be—
cause of the larger number of syllables
in the two words.

Number of accents in a syntagma
The number of accents in the syntagmas
in our material is defined by auditory
tests the instruction being to underline
phonetically prominent words without any
restriction in their number. The results
show that in Bulgarian speech a syntag—
ma may have more than one accents with
an equally perceived weight. The maximum
number of accents found in our record-
ings is 3 (in 3% of all units). Most of
the syntagmas have one accent (72%)
and 25% of all cases — 2 accents. The
possibility of a syntagma to have more
than one accent has been noted in other
languages as well (e.g. Russian [5),[12J).

Types of accents
The auditory and acoustic analysis of
our recordings show that the accentua—
tion in a syntagma may be realized in
two different ways perceived as phonetic
prominences of equal strength but difer-
ing in their quality. This suggests that
in Bulgarian there are also two kinds of
accents as described in (12] which dif—
fer in their functions.i.e. in the na—
ture of the information intended by the
speaker. The first one — the logic ac—
cent — is a result from the phonetic

'manifestation of the focussing function
of intonation and its acoustic correlate
is the melodic contrast between the syl—
lables of the prominent word (rise—fall
F —configuration>. The second type,
c lled structural, is connected with thewhole intended structure of the utter—ance and signals the continuation or the
finality of speech,i.e. it is a result
of the delimitation function of intona-
tion. The basic acoustic parameter used
in this case is the segmental duration,
the course of F is unidirectional —
rising with max?mum steepnes on the last
syllable irrespective of the word stress
for a continuation accent and lightly
falling without melodic contrasts for a
final accent.
It is well known fact that almost any
word in the syntagma can bear a logic
accent and its placement depends on the
context, both linguistic and situation-
al. It must be pointed out that in Bul—
garian the structural accent also de—
pends on situation (the term including
the relationship between speaker and
nearer, speaker and social framework and
the momentary mood of the speaker (2))
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Fig.3. F -contours of syntagmas show—
ing the coustic difference between
the logic and continuation accents
and their combination on the last word:
a) /za prodalgavane na obrazovanieto/
'for the continuation of education',
b) /s$ftite vazmo nosti za obrazovanie/
'the same possibi ities for education'.

although its place is fixed on the last
word(s). which means that the end of the
syntagma is not necessarily marked by
an accent.

When the logic accent is on the last
word bearing at the same time a conti—
nuational accent the most typical F —
contour is a rising convex curve wi h
maximum steepness on the stressed vowel
in contrast to concave configuration cor-
responding to a continuation accent
alone. Figure 3 illustrares acoustic
differences in F -configurations of syn-
tagmas whose lasg words are marked a) by
a continuation accent alone and b) by a
combination of logic and continuation
accents. The first word in both syn-
tagmas are emphasized by a logic accent
forming a melodic peak on their stressed
syllables. The accents in the syntagma
may also be differentiated in respect
of the number of words they underline.
In our experimental material we have
found both types of accents defined in
(10] - centralized (on a single word)
and decentralized (on two words empha-
sized as one accent unit). On acoustic
level the difference between the two
cases is in the shape of the melodic
peak — a sharp one on the stressed syl-
lable of the individually accentuated
word and a high relatively flat plateau
situated between the stressed syllables
of the two words (fig.4).

Place of accents
In one third of all examined syntagmas
each phonetic word is accentuated by one
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Fig.4. F ~contours of two-words
syntagmas in which both words bear
a logic accent: a) of centralized

type /zenite razgovarjat/ 'the women
are talking'; b) of decentralized type
/sa kursovete za usavarjenstvane/
'are the qualification courses'.

or another type of accent. In the rest
of the units the number of accents is
smaller than that of phonetic words.

An estimation of the global tendencies
in accent organization of syntagmas

may be derived from the statistical di—
stribution of the observed accent places
Which is as follows: on the initial
phonetic word - 36%. on the final one —
38%. on the initial and final - 12%, on
the medial word — 14%. The small number

0f SVntagmas in which the medial word
bears the accent shows that in Bulga-
rian syntagmatic accents prefer bounda-
ry positions. This means that on a syn—

tagmatic level the accent function is
rather a delimitative than a culmina—
tive one as it has been shown in [13]
dealing with the word stress in Bulga—
rian and Russian. An essential particu—
larity of the syntagmatic accent orga-
nization in Bulgarian distinguishing it
9.9. from Russian is that the initial
position attracts the accent in the
same degree as the final one, i.e. the
Classical rule about the syntagmatic
aCCent being always on the last word
1Sn't valid in Bulgarian.

CONCLUSION
The eXperimental data obtained in this

Stage of our investigation show that

the reQistrated variety of F —configu—

ratn 0f syntagmas may be described by

the number and nature of their accents»
whiCh are directly connected with the

formal configurational features such as
the number of peaks and the character
of the terminal tone. Thus, all dif-
ferent F —patterns found in our corpus
(1a typeg) may by represented by the
number (from 0 to 3) and kind (centra—
lized or decentralized) of logic ac —
cents. the presence or absence of a
structural accent (continuational or
final) and their possible combination.
The statistical aspect of this repree
sentation makes it possible to evaluate
in a more general way the activity of
the delimiation and focussing functions
of intonation.in Bulgarian and to ascribe
a higher weight to the latter one as
the main factor determining the sound
form of Bulgarian speech. In this way
the experimental F —data may by used as
a source of infomagion for the purposes

of an intonation typology of languages

revealing in a more explicit manner the
functional particularities of intonation.
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